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About The Publisher

Thank you for downloading this case study 
on influencer marketing. This latest ebook by 
Chad Pollitt should be used strategically to 
navigate the complexities of the influencer 
marketing landscape.

Relevance is an award-winning publication that publishes 
on topics like content strategy, SEO, paid media, earned 
media and influencer marketing that make our readers’ 
marketing efforts smarter, more agile and more effective.

Our digital magazine has the sole focus of delivering 
high-quality news and insights on content promotion, 
measurement and marketing. We’re here because 
we believe in empowering, guiding, encouraging, and 
inspiring the marketers who want to do things well.
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Author: Chad Pollitt 

Foreword: Robert Rose 

Designer: James Mocko
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Foreword by Robert Rose

What is an influencer?

In 1750 there were more than 130 potteries in North 
Staffordshire – an area still known for its ceramics 
industry. It was a highly competitive time, with little 
differentiation, with the exception that new technology 
had enabled many of the potteries to start producing 
cream colored earthenware. Josiah Wedgewood, one of 
the many innovators in the space, had developed a new 
cream-colored ceramic and had perfected a process to 
produce this “creamware” at scale. In short: he could 
develop it cheap.

Then, in 1765, as Wedgewood was continuing to perfect 
and roll out new versions of his creamware, the product 
caught the eye of Charlotte of Mecklenburg, one of the 
Queen of England’s most trusted consorts. Wedgewood 
created a special commissioned set of his product just for 
her.  Charlotte began using the set at official functions, 
and it wasn’t long before the newspapers began to report 
that Wedgewood was the “official potter of Her Majesty.” 
Subsequently, Wedgewood obtained permission from 

https://twitter.com/relevance?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/Relevance-833230923425852/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/relevance-publication-agency-events/
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Charlotte to rename the cream-colored ceramics “Queens 
Ware”, propelling it to astronomical success. Ten year 
later, Wedgewood would write to his friend about just 
how influential this series of events had been. He wrote 
“it is really amazing how rapidly the use of it has spread 
almost over the whole Globe and how universally it is 
liked. And how much of this general use and estimation 
is owing to the mode of its introduction.”  Interestingly, 
because of “Queens Ware”, cream-colored earthenware 
became so widely used that it simply became known as 
“Common Wedgewood”. 

Charlotte of Mecklenburg was an influencer.

When we think of “influencer marketing” it is easy to 
fall back upon the idea of “celebrity spokesperson”. We 
go back to the simpler days of three channel broadcast 
media, print, and radio and think about how celebrities 
were used to support brand and product marketing by 
simply saying “I support it”.

But we can learn much from the Wedgewood story, 
because Charlotte of Mecklenburg wasn’t the Queen, nor 
did she ever have to say, “I support it.” She simply did what 
she did, and the story wrote itself. She was an influencer. 

https://twitter.com/relevance?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/Relevance-833230923425852/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/relevance-publication-agency-events/
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And today, of course, we know the world has changed. 
Today, we know that audiences are fragmented, mass 
media has been disrupted – and what it even means to be 
a “celebrity” has changed.  In today’s world, it’s possible 
to be “a little bit famous,” or “influential” in a very niche 
space. Today’s Charlotte of Mecklenburg is “Suzanne – the 
bug lady” who you will learn all about in just a bit. 

Influencers aren’t celebrities who endorse – they are the 
influential who amplify our story.  As marketers today, 
this can be one of the core aspects of our programs. We 
can look to today’s influencers as a means of amplifying 
and becoming a multiplier of our communications 
programs. The key, of course, is integrating this program 
holistically into our story - our strategy - and not just 
looking for the “endorsement.”

What Chad has done here in this eBook is to vividly 
illustrate how one company did exactly that. They looked 
at influencer marketing as a sustained and integrated 
strategy with their content efforts. It paid off in a big way.

Story cited from here.

https://twitter.com/relevance?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/Relevance-833230923425852/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/relevance-publication-agency-events/
http://www.wedgwoodmuseum.org.uk/learning/discovery_packs/pack/lives-of-the-wedgwoods/chapter/queens-ware
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About Robert Rose

For more than 20 years, Robert has been 
helping marketers tell their story more 
effectively through digital media. Over 
the last five years, Robert has worked 
with more than 500 companies of all 
sizes, including 15 of the Fortune 100. 
He’s provided strategic marketing advice 

and counsel for global brands such as Capital One, Dell, 
Caterpillar, Hewlett Packard, Microsoft, The Bill & Melinda 
Gates Foundation and UPS. Robert is currently the Chief 
Strategy Officer for The Content Advisory, the education 
and consulting group for The Content Marketing Institute.

Robert’s third book – Killing Marketing, with co-author 
Joe Pulizzi was published by McGraw Hill in September 
of 2017. His second book – Experiences: The Seventh 
Era of Marketing is a top seller and has been called a 
“treatise, and a call to arms for marketers to lead business 
innovation in the 21st century.” His first book, Managing 
Content Marketing, spent two weeks as a top ten marketing 
book on Amazon.com and is generally considered to be 
the “owners manual” of the Content Marketing process.

https://twitter.com/relevance?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/Relevance-833230923425852/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/relevance-publication-agency-events/
http://www.contentadvisory.net/
http://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Killing-Marketing-Innovative-Businesses-Turning/dp/1260026426
http://seventheraofmarketing.com/
http://seventheraofmarketing.com/
http://managingcontentmarketing.wordpress.com/
http://managingcontentmarketing.wordpress.com/
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Since then, an entire ecosystem of tools have cropped 
up to facilitate the identification, management, tracking, 
and reporting for influencers. For some, it’s moved from 
an occasional tactic in the marketing mix to a full-fledged 
complete and sustained strategy.

Influencer Marketing:

This post features one such company that has infused 
influencers into all of the marketing it does. It’s unique in 
its approach. So much so, I’ve never seen a company do 
influencer marketing this way. I spent an entire afternoon 
with its CEO interviewing him about their unique 
marketing approach. The below should serve as the 
blueprint for future strategic deployments of influencer 
marketing for companies both large and small.

Introduction

Influencer marketing came on my radar in late 2013, but 
didn’t really start picking up steam as an earned media 
tactic until 2015. 

“I’ve never 
seen a 

company do 
influencer 
marketing 
this way”

Vista Floor Environmental

https://twitter.com/relevance?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/Relevance-833230923425852/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/relevance-publication-agency-events/
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A Profile In Leadership  
And Revenue Growth

One of the biggest complaints in content marketing 
today is executive buy-in. It’s a consistent grievance 
that permeates conference Q&As. For those that have 
executive buy-in, success is much more likely. While this 
complaint is common for content marketers, I’ve never 
heard anyone moan about influencer marketing buy-in. 

Why? Because most marketers look at influencer 
marketing as merely a tactic and not a sustained and 
complete marketing strategy. 

In fact, many view it as simply round-up posts. Marketers 
don’t necessarily need executive buy-in to implement a 
tactic.

Not only does the below case study have executive buy-
in, it’s the brainchild of the company’s CEO. 

“I’ve never 
heard anyone 
moan about 
influencer 
marketing 

buy-in”

Lechuza Rondo Environmental

Clymer Environmental

https://twitter.com/relevance?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/Relevance-833230923425852/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/relevance-publication-agency-events/
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Below Is the Profile of the 
Company Featured in This 
Case Study:

Company: NewPro Containers 

Industry: Wholesale Commercial-Grade Planters 

CEO: Jeremy Dearringer  

Location: Zionsville, IN 

Year Established: 1989  

Employees: 14

Dearringer credits the recent growth of NewPro 
directly to their unique approach to influencer 
marketing. Revenue at this juncture is up 35% from last 
year. Revenue was up 20% in 2016, from the previous year. 
They’re growing so fast from this marketing approach that 
they just broke ground on a new $4 million warehousing 
facility. 

“They’re 
growing so 

fast from this 
marketing 

approach...”

Vista Floor Environmental

Hancock  
Table Top

https://twitter.com/relevance?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/Relevance-833230923425852/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/relevance-publication-agency-events/
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It All Starts with Blogging

It’s very important to NewPro that its blog is the trusted 
center of the universe within its industry. They’re trying 
to be the host of the party that everyone in the industry 
wants to attend. The content needs to be authentic, 
helpful, attract industry decision makers and influencers, 
and effective at providing credibility to the company.

Blogging has both tangible and intangible returns 
for NewPro. While it does provide for leads, it also helps 
shape the impression of the brand within its industry. This 
is critical in executing a complete and sustained influencer 
program. 

“Blogging has 
both tangible 
and intangible 

returns”

https://twitter.com/relevance?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/Relevance-833230923425852/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/relevance-publication-agency-events/
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Dearringer recognizes that, for the most part, blogging 
in his industry, and many others, has been a total failure. 
Over the years he’s seen many try and only make it 90 
days to 12 months before the blog died. He blames this 
on one or more of these four things:

1. Interns 

many companies in this niche (and others) throw 
blogging at the interns because no one else has time 
to do it. The problem is that interns don’t have enough 
experience to write credible industry articles.

2. Sales people 

in some organizations Sales folks are told to maintain 
the blog to help them with “social selling” and attracting 
leads. Sales should be out selling not writing blog posts. 
Good sales people don’t want to blog, anyway. They’re 
hunters not creatives.

“...blogging in 
his industry, 

and many 
others, has 
been a total 

failure”

Harrison

Cararo Silver

https://twitter.com/relevance?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/Relevance-833230923425852/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/relevance-publication-agency-events/
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3. CEO 

many companies’ Chief Executive is simply too busy to 
maintain a blog.

4. Third-party writers 

no matter how good the writers are the posts are never 
authentic enough because they’re not in the industry. 
Industry insiders can see right through this.

To overcome the above problems, NewPro made an 
investment by initially paying influential people, insiders 
or veterans within its industry to write original content. It 
offered $200 a blog post and half refused it, but NewPro 
insisted on donating it to the non-profit of their choosing. 
This was to build repour and establish the relationship.

“no matter how 
good the writers 
are the posts are 
never authentic 
enough because 
they’re not in the 

industry”

Lechuza Cubico Cottage 
Mocha-Environmental

Guzmania

https://twitter.com/relevance?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/Relevance-833230923425852/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/relevance-publication-agency-events/
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In some cases, it would pay a third party to write content 
and then send it to the influencer to rewrite it to be more 
authentic. They made it easier for the influencer to say 
yes.

One of the biggest challenges was getting contributors 
not to sell anything in their content. Dearringer 
coached them and explained that they’re speaking 
to their peers in the industry and gaining thought 
leadership. It’s an ongoing challenge.

NewPro didn’t have some formal submission process 
or rules. It would take the content anyway it could get 
it. From notes written in an email to outlines and Word 
Docs, if it was written it could be worked with, refined 
and edited. It made a conscience effort to remove as 
many barriers as possible, while at the same time, 
providing financial incentive and stroking the egos of the 
influencers.

“From notes written 
in an email to outlines 

and Word Docs, if it 
was written it could be 

worked with”

https://twitter.com/relevance?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/Relevance-833230923425852/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/relevance-publication-agency-events/
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Finding Influencers

There’s many different tools and software available to 
assist in finding influencers. However, Dearringer takes 
a more holistic approach. He personally reaches out 
and askes his best customers to contribute, recruits 
conference speakers and attendees, has a contributor 
call to action in his email newsletter, and occasionally 
recruits from his industry Facebook Group (more on this 
later). 

In fact, he does 100% of the contributor outreach. 
Since NewPro is constantly curating content, it’s exposed 
to many industry writers already. All of these have 
proven to be fruitful places to discover influencers.  

Out of the starting blocks, however, NewPro needed its 
first big fish – its first major influencer.

“NewPro 
needed its first 

big fish – its 
first major 
influencer”

Vista Table Environmental

Environmental  
Delano Oval

https://twitter.com/relevance?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/Relevance-833230923425852/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/relevance-publication-agency-events/
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Introducing the Bug Lady

Dearringer kicked off NewPro’s influencer blogging effort 
by enlisting a third-party to write the “Professional’s Field 
Guide: Plant Pest Control.” However, he didn’t stop there. 
He knew that a third-party writer would not come off as 
credible to the industry folks he was targeting.

With the guide in hand, he reached out to Suzanne 
Wainwright-Evans, more prominently known as the “Bug 
Lady.”

 

He didn’t do outreach on social media or email like 
most do. Instead, he picked up the phone and called. 
His request was simple: “Will you edit this PDF guide 
for NewPro?” He offered to pay her for the service and 
prominently give her credit as the author of the guide.

She agreed, and he sent her the guide. Dearringer’s 
concern that third-party written content would not come 
off as credible within the industry was correct. When the 
Bug Lady got back to him she said she’d need to re-write 
the whole thing because it was not accurate.

Lechuza Cubico Cottage  
Black Environmental

https://twitter.com/relevance?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/Relevance-833230923425852/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/relevance-publication-agency-events/
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They agreed on new terms and she set off to rewrite 
the entire guide. The guide included five sections that 
were turned into five blog posts (publishing one per 
week). Each post linked directly to the guide. The best 
performing posts were then syndicated on two industry 
non-profit websites.

This initial investment in courting the Bug Lady was 
the cornerstone of NewPro’s complete and sustained 
influencer marketing program. Her industry clout gave 
NewPro the credibility it needed to enlist other influential 
people in its industry. Here’s a post that features many of 
their influential contributors. Its purpose was and still is 
to recruit even more influencers.

Vista Hanging Bowl

https://twitter.com/relevance?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/Relevance-833230923425852/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/relevance-publication-agency-events/
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Social Media Account Management

As NewPro began to recruit more and more industry 
insiders one thing quickly became apparent. Most of 
these folks didn’t have much of a social media presence, 
if any at all. Especially on Twitter.

As a result, Dearringer offered to manage their social 
media accounts, grow their followers, and post on 
their behalf – all for free. The only catch was that one 
quarter of the posts would be NewPro content. Since 
the contributors all trusted NewPro and its content, 
most agreed. He now controls around 20 social media 
accounts from influential people in the industry.

Cararo Anth

Environmental 
Bowery

https://twitter.com/relevance?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/Relevance-833230923425852/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/relevance-publication-agency-events/
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It also became apparent that not only do industry folks 
struggle to maintain their social media profiles, so do 
the companies in the industry. As a result, NewPro 
sends out a special curated industry newsletter to social 
media managers within the industry that struggle to find 
content to share. This newsletter is separate from its 
main newsletter. It’s not just NewPro content, either. It’s 
good content across the industry.

In this way, its providing a valuable service to the 
industry, all while injecting the NewPro brand and its 
content to prospective customers.

“NewPro sends out 
a special curated 

industry newsletter 
to social media 

managers”

https://twitter.com/relevance?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/Relevance-833230923425852/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/relevance-publication-agency-events/
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Roundup Posts & Advanced Content

Many marketers associate influencer marketing 
exclusively with roundup or list posts. While this is a form 
of influencer marketing it certainly isn’t the only tactic. 
NewPro uses roundup posts as a tool to recruit more 
influencers and to solidify the relations with the ones 
they already work with. 

Every roundup post features a call to action for new 
contributors. Industry veterans with titles and clout not 
currently featured want to be showcased by NewPro 
because their peers already are.

“Every 
roundup post 

features a 
call to action 

for new 
contributors”

Classico 21 Charcoal  
on tabletop

https://twitter.com/relevance?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/Relevance-833230923425852/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/relevance-publication-agency-events/
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Not only does Dearringer use roundup posts as a tactic 
of his influencer strategy, he creates copious amounts 
of advanced content (guides, ebooks, etc.) by stitching 
together prudent influencer articles. For each one he gives 
complete authorship to whichever influencers’ content is 
featured.

This advanced content is shared with the influencers and 
they in turn promote their new ebook on the NewPro 
website. It’s a win/win for all parties involved.

Vista Floor Environmental

https://twitter.com/relevance?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/Relevance-833230923425852/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/relevance-publication-agency-events/
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Newsletter

NewPro’s weekly newsletter called, “Your Weekly Cup 
of NewPro” isn’t just your typical email. It’s kept simple 
and has a very strategic purpose. Each week only three 
articles are chosen to be featured. Two really good 
articles from other industry websites and the best 
performing influencer article of that week from NewPro.

This serves a few purposes. First and foremost, NewPro 
wants to only deliver the best content to its audience. 
Second, it gets the attention of the other industry 
writers that create great content. This is done in order 
to potentially recruit them as contributors for the 
blog. Lastly, it serves to solidify relations with current 
contributors by prominently featuring their work to the 
NewPro audience.

“...it gets the 
attention 

of the other 
industry 

writers that 
create great 

content”

Lechuza Balconera

https://twitter.com/relevance?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/Relevance-833230923425852/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/relevance-publication-agency-events/
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The result of this approach to the newsletter is open 
rates north of 30%. It’s so popular within the industry 
that Dearringer often gets contacted by CEOs requesting 
he subscribe their entire company staff. On several 
occasions he’s been sent entire spreadsheets with all the 
employee information necessary to subscribe them all.

Dearringer described being at an industry non-profit 
board meeting recently when a conversation about 
industry content came up. One guest at the board 
meeting claimed that if it wasn’t in the “Weekly Cup of 
NewPro” she won’t read it. Unbeknownst to her, the 
NewPro CEO was right there in the room and is one of 
the board members.

Cubico50 Silver

Environmental Ellis

https://twitter.com/relevance?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/Relevance-833230923425852/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/relevance-publication-agency-events/
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Print Magazine & Tradeshows

For the last two years NewPro has put out an annual 
print magazine called, “Modern Plantscaper.” While 
this company isn’t the first and certainly won’t be the 
last to put out a print magazine, it’s one of the few to 
incorporate it as part of its sustained and complete 
influencer marketing strategy.

Each issue only features the best of the influencer blog 
posts from the previous year. Dearringer makes sure 
each and every one of the contributing influencers gets 
multiple copies of the magazine to show off their work to 
peers and other industry folks. 

https://twitter.com/relevance?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/Relevance-833230923425852/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/relevance-publication-agency-events/
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In addition, it has a subscribership of 600+ in an industry 
that only boasts about 500 significant companies. At 
tradeshows, NewPro’s magazine flies out of the booth. 

Dearringer described crowds of people around his humble 
booth wanting a copy of the magazine and wanting to 
talk about all the cool content NewPro publishes for the 
industry. All while surrounded by the “big money” booths 
with little to no action. This is an opportunity for both 
sales and influencer recruiting and both are fully taken 
advantage of.

Cubico 50 Scarlet

https://twitter.com/relevance?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/Relevance-833230923425852/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/relevance-publication-agency-events/
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Paid Promotion & Facebook Groups

Facebook is the social platform NewPro invests the most 
time and resources in. Every single influencer article 
that’s posted gets a paid boost. Dearringer spends $20 a 
post and targets users with appropriate interests and job 
titles. This paid promotion helps to solidify relations with 
the influencers due to the heightened exposure.

In addition to Facebook promotion, NewPro has set up 
an unbranded closed Group called, “Interiorscape.com.” 
The decision to create an unbranded group was strategic. 
Facebook pages have very poor organic visibility, but 
Groups do not for its members. Since its unbranded it 
doesn’t feel like it’s a self-serving tool for NewPro to push 
its wares.

“The decision 
to create an 
unbranded 
group was 
strategic”

MegaPots  
Cylinder

https://twitter.com/relevance?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/Relevance-833230923425852/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/relevance-publication-agency-events/
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To date, it has over 730 members of folks within the 
plantscape industry niche. This serves as fertile ground 
to continue to recruit new contributors and influencers 
for the blog. Engagement is very high and valuable within 
the group. Dearringer points out that the comments 
themselves help identify leaders and influencers within 
the industry.

It also helps identify hot topics and challenges that 
need to be solved that NewPro should be covering on its 
blog. When Dearringer uncovers these opportunities in 
the group, he immediately sends the individual an email 
posing the topic or challenge and asks for their take. Most 
of the time the answer is enough content to craft into a 
blog post and feature the person as a new contributor.

Lechuza Quadro Environmental

https://twitter.com/relevance?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/Relevance-833230923425852/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/relevance-publication-agency-events/
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Newsjacking & Influencers

As many in the US are aware, hurricane season was 
pretty disastrous. Hurricanes impact most everything in 
its path. One industry that was hit exceptionally hard was 
growers and nurseries – a core client base for NewPro.

Since the NewPro blog is viewed upon as a trusted 
resource within the industry, Dearringer decided to enlist 
one of his influential contributors to shed light on the 
disaster while providing a resource for readers to donate.

In addition, NewPro waived/credited all open invoices 
for all areas impacted by the hurricanes and the fires on 
the west coast. Recognizing the community it created, 
NewPro sought to make a positive impact within its 
industry by producing timely content with an influencer 
that led to real tangible outcomes for some victims.    

https://twitter.com/relevance?lang=en
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The Influencer  
Marketing Shortcut – 
Influencer Advertising
The above case study on how to move influencer 
marketing from a tactic to an all-encompassing marketing 
strategy didn’t happen overnight. NewPro is entering 
its third year of executing this strategy. It started off 
slow and initial cash investments were made, but as 
the momentum picked up its goals were achieved, and 
revenue grew.

For those with less time and patience, there’s another 
solution to consider for ramping up influencer marketing 
– influencer advertising. NewPro went 100% organic in 
its influencer recruitment effort and did not tap into any 
of the below paid solutions. However, if speed to market 
is important these networks help facilitate influencer 
relationships for marketers.

Diamante Environmental

Lechuza Cubico Cottage  
Mocha Environmental
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Not every solution will be ideal for all deployments. Do 
research and due diligence prior to partnering with one 
of the below.   

1. adMingle

Connects brands and influencers globally

2. Adproval

Connects brands with social media, blog and video 
influencers. USA.

3. Bideo 

Connects brands with influencers, journalists, vloggers, 
musicians. Global

4. Blogsvertise 

Connects brands with bloggers for sponsored blog 
conversations. Global.

5. BrandBrief 

Connects brands with influencers. Fashion, beauty, 
food, wellness, tourism, gyms. Mobile interface. US, UK, 
Australia.

6. BrandPlug 

Connects brands with influencers. Pay per impression 
pricing. Global.

https://twitter.com/relevance?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/Relevance-833230923425852/
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7. Buzzoole 

Connects brands with influencers. Pay outs in discounts, 
offers, credits and Amazon gift cards. Global.

8. Content BLVD 

Contects consumer product brands with YouTube 
influencers. Global.

9. Izea 

Platform for marketers to discover influencers, pay them 
and manage workflow of content. Global.

10. Linqui 

Has over 100K “power-middle” social media and blogging 
influencers. USA.

11. Liquid Social 

Connect brands with social media influencers. Pays 
influencers for shares, clicks and views.

12. Markerly 

Platform for brands to build their own influencer network 
via campaign management and CRM. White glove service. 
Global.

13. Megan Media 

Platform for custom content delivery, influencer 
activation and digital media campaigns. White glove 
service. Global.

Lechuza Rondo White  
With Sansevieria
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14. Nevaly 

Connects brands with influencers. Gaming and mobile 
only. Global.

15. Peadler 

Connects local businesses with influencers. Pay using 
rewards - products or services. USA - major metros.

16. Style Coalition 

Connects brands with lifestyle influencers. Includes 
analytics and content tracking. Global.

17. Sway Group 

Connects brands and agencies with the largest network 
of female bloggers on the web. Full service influencer 
management. Global.

18. The Flux List 

Connects brands with influencers using their proprietary 
FLUX Compatibility Index.

19. Unity 

AI driven technology platform that connects influencers 
and brands that share the same passion.

https://twitter.com/relevance?lang=en
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Influencer Marketing Takeaways

There’s a lot to take away from the NewPro example 
featured above. However, when you peel away the story 
there’s 11 major takeaways that can have a major impact 
on moving influencer marketing from just an occasional 
tactic to a full-fledged complete and sustained strategy. 
They include:

1. Don’t think tactically, think strategically 

2. Get executive buy-in 

3. Don’t be afraid to pick up the phone 

4. Don’t be afraid to initially pay influencers. If they  
    refuse offer to donate it to their favorite charity. It  
    will pay off in the long run by getting content for free  
    from contributors later.

Hancock Tall

Lechuza Quadro  
Environmental
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5. Remove barriers for influencers to say no  

6. Make contributing content as easy as possible 

7. Offer to run their neglected social media accounts   
    for free 

8. Offer social media community managers at  
    prospective customers a curated newsletter for  
    content to share. Include your influencer content, too. 

9. Build a community 

10. Feature contributors everywhere possible – blog,  
      newsletter, magazine, email, paid promotion,  
      Facebook Groups, tradeshows, advanced content, etc. 

11. Get influencers involved with industry/brand- 
      specific causes or philanthropy.

As highlighted at the beginning of the post, influencer 
marketing, as a marketing strategy, can have a major 
impact on bottom line revenue. Most marketers simply 
view influencer marketing as a tactic. Some even just think 
it’s a round up post. It can be way more than that.

There’s not very many brands that currently leverage 
influencers at the center of their marketing. However, 
with examples like this cropping up, it’s likely we’ll be 
seeing influencer marketing more prominently featured 
across marketing departments everywhere.

Environmental Daniel Family
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